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Abstract—Due to fierce competition, cloud providers need
to run their data-centers efficiently. One of the issues is to
increase data-center utilization while maintaining applications’
performance targets. Achieving high data-center utilization
while meeting applications’ performance is difficult, as datacenter overload may lead to poor performance of hosted
services. Service differentiation has been proposed to control
which services get degraded. However, current approaches are
capacity-based, which are oblivious to the observed performance of each service and cannot divide the available capacity
among hosted services so as to minimize overall performance
degradation.
In this paper we propose performance-based service differentiation. In case enough capacity is available, each service
is automatically allocated the right amount of capacity that
meets its target performance, expressed either as response time
or throughput. In case of overload, we propose two service
differentiation schemes that dynamically decide which services
to degrade and to what extent. We carried out an extensive set
of experiments using different services – interactive as well as
non-interactive – by varying the workload mixes of each service
over time. The results demonstrate that our solution precisely
provides guaranteed performance or service differentiation
depending on available capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has radically changed the way services
– such as e-commerce websites or online video conversion
tools – are provisioned with computing resources – such as
CPU, memory and disk. It allows service providers to avoid
upfront costs. Indeed, horizontal elasticity allows Virtual
Machines (VMs) to be acquired and release on-demand,
while vertical elasticity allows to add or remove resources
to a VM on-demand. This simplicity for the service provider
becomes a complexity for the infrastructure provider, who
needs to run its data-centers efficiently.
A problem increasingly faced by data-centers is energy
efficiency. Already this sector consumes more than 1.3% of
the world’s electricity and is among the sectors with the
fastest power increase. Even worse, most of this energy is
being wasted due to two reasons: lack of energy proportionality – e.g., a Physical Machine (PM) at 10% utilization
may consume as much as half of its full power – and low
utilization [1].
To reduce costs associated with energy, data-center owners
aim to increase utilization by consolidating services. This

problem is challenging as increasing utilization too much,
combined with the varying workload typically encountered
by services, may lead to infrastructure overload. This may
lead to performance degradation of services and disgruntled
end-users. A popular technique to address this problem
is service differentiation, which marks some services as
more important (e.g., gold) while others as less important
(e.g., silver and bronze) and tries to shield the former
from degradation. For example, Amazon EC2 [2] offers
users micro instances and spot instances to express that the
services contained therein are less important. Of course,
service providers are given economic incentives to use
such instances. Outside industry, this topic has received
considerable attention in academia (see Section II).
However, a problem with such approaches is that differentiation is done based on requested (or used) capacity –
i.e., the amount of resources allocated (or consumed) to
a service – and not on the actual observed performance.
The capacity-based approaches may not be able to minimize
the total performance degradation since the infrastructure
provider has no knowledge about how its decisions affect
the performance of the hosted services. For example, let
us assume an infrastructure hosts two bronze services with
a target response time of 1 second. To prevent overload,
the infrastructure decides to reduce both services’ capacity
allocation by 10%. However, due to differences in service
behavior, this may increase one service’s response time to
2 seconds, while the other one only suffers an increase to
1.1 seconds. This behavior is undesirable and, instead, what
is expected is that capacity should be reduced in a way that
the performance degradation for both services is alike. In
this case, the capacity of the first service should be reduced
less while the capacity of the second one more, so as to
increase their response time to 1.4 and 1.3 seconds, hence
minimizing the total performance degradation. Such unexpected behaviors are due to capacity-based provisioning and
disappear if, instead, provisioning is based on performance.
In this paper we propose an autonomic capacity controller
for performance-based service differentiation, that decides
the amount of capacity each service gets depending on the
operating environment and the workload dynamics. For example, when enough capacity is available, each service is allocated the right amount of capacity to meet its target Service

Level Objective (SLO), the Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
which is expressed either as response time or throughput. On
the other hand, during overload, differentiation is employed
to decided which services to degrade and to what extent.
The challenges for providing performance-based differentiation are: 1) non-linear relationship between service KPIs
and capacity [3], [4], [5]; 2) complex and unpredictable
workload dynamics of the services [6]; 3) differences in
KPIs used by services; and 4) capacity shortage due to
changes in services – flash crowds – as well as changes in
operating environment – for example hardware failures [7],
[8].
Our contributions are three-fold:
1) Performance-based provisioning. Services are provided with the exact amount of capacity that meets
their performance targets. As a result, capacity overprovisioning or under-provisioning is prevented under
non-overload conditions (Section IV-A). Service performance targets can be specified in terms of either
throughput or response time.
2) Service differentiation schemes. Two service differentiation schemes are formulated to resolve capacity
contention among different services when aggregated
capacity demand is higher than the available capacity.
The schemes are independent of KPIs and ensure
performance-based differentiation by translating the
problem into a penalty minimization problem (Section IV-B).
3) Autonomic capacity controller. A self-adaptive controller that dynamically adjusts the capacity that should
be allocated to each service depending on its workload
dynamics and its relative importance (Section IV-C).
We evaluate two performance models (throughput and
response time) and service differentiation schemes using
different services and workload mixes (Section V). Results show that the performance models and differentiation schemes work as expected allowing the infrastructure
provider to improve utilization and reduce total SLO violations.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Service differentiation has been studied for decades under
different disciplines such as processor sharing [9], packet
switched networks [10], storage systems [11], [12], and
web servers [3], [4]. These approaches can be broadly
categorized as either intra-application or inter-application
service differentiation.
Intra-application service differentiation: The focus is
grouping customers into different classes and providing differentiated service for each class within an application [10],
[3], [4], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. This, allows for
instance, to maintain SLOs of preferred (higher classes)
customers in the presence of overload. These works assume
the use of a single KPI and the load carried by each

request is similar or can be normalized into relative values
easily. Specifically, incoming requests are classified into
multiple priority classes before they are mapped to a specific
node that would potentially meet their performance targets.
Requests can either be dropped or delayed depending on
their priority and resource availability. The solutions are
specifically designed for a single service with multiple user
classes. As a result, these solutions are not directly applicable to allocating resources to multiple services running in
separate VMs. Furthermore, they also fall short of dealing,
together, with services having different SLOs, such as one
service targeting response time and another one throughput.
Inter-application service differentiation: Applications are
divided into priority classes and capacities are distributed
among applications based on their priority during capacity
shortage [9], [6]. Kleinrock [9] studied time-sharing of a PM
among processes with different priorities in non-virtualized
environments. Padala et al. [6] present a control-theoretic
approach that dynamically allocates capacity in order to meet
performance targets of different services running on different
VMs. These works allocate capacity among services based
on weights assigned to each class. However, the weights
are assigned statically without considering the performance
during runtime. Thus, observed and expected performance
may diverge. In contrast, our solution makes decisions based
on performance along with weights.
A number of service differentiation schemes were proposed in [17], [18], which consist of re-distribution of
resources from lesser priority services to higher priority ones
in the context of data streams executed over clouds using
throughput as KPI. The mechanism proposed makes use of
token bucket for data admission and control and petri nets
for modeling data flow.
Numerous techniques have been proposed to circumvent
overload in clouds. For example, Beloglazov and Buyya
[19] try to detect overloaded PMs and mitigate the problem
by migrating some VMs to less loaded PMs. Another
approach is to address capacity shortage by not executing
optional parts of a service [8]. However, not all services
may have such optional features. While these solutions
address overloaded for specific PMs, they do not specifically
consider the case when the whole data-center is overloaded.
Antonescu et al. have studied the case of data-center wide
overload [7]. They propose a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) framework that supports dynamic capacity allocation and employs forecasting of resource utilization and
migration to prevent SLO violations. In the event of a datacenter-wide overload, a compensation plan is used to repay
for the observed SLO violations. Nonetheless, contrary to
our contribution, the case when some services are more
important than others is not addressed by any of these works.
Several models have been proposed for interactive services to provide guaranteed service [20], [21] using either
response time, throughput or both as performance metrics.

We based our response time model on the work by Chandra
et al. [21]. In general, the focus of those works is on how to
guarantee performance under normal circumstances, when
the data-center has enough capacity, not under overload
scenarios. The use of performance-based SLAs instead of
capacity-based SLAs has also been explored [22]. However,
they do not deal with service differentiation, in case of
overload, services are offloaded to external infrastructure
providers so as to maximize profit by reducing penalties.
III. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
We consider a cloud infrastructure that hosts multiple
services, each with unpredictable and variable workload
dynamics. Each service has a SLA that stipulates a SLO and
a class – e.g., gold, silver, bronze. Specifically, the SLO is a
target value for a KPI, expressed either as average response
time or average throughput. Also, to allow each service to
maintain some functionality at all times – e.g., allow it to
return a “service unavailable” message – SLAs may optionally request a minimum capacity, below which the service
should never be provisioned. Finally, to shield the user from
unexpectedly high costs due to service malfunctioning or an
attack, SLAs may optionally request a maximum capacity,
above which the service is never provisioned.
The goal is then to continuously adjust capacity allocations to services, so as to drive performance towards the
given targets, as closely as enabled by available capacity
and minimum capacity constraints. On one hand, if capacity
is sufficient, each service should be allocated just the right
amount of capacity to reach its performance target, avoiding
both under- and over-provisioning. The capacity potentially
left unallocated could be used to admit a new service.
On the other hand, during capacity shortage, a generic
service differentiation scheme should under-provision some
services based on the relative performance deviation and
the importance of each service so as to reduce total SLO
violation.
IV. P ERFORMANCE DIFFERENTIATION
We first present the performance models for throughout
and response time, and the performance-based service differentiation schemes. We also present the software architecture
of the system.
A. Performance Models
The purpose of the performance models is to map service
KPI to capacity requirements. These models are either used
to estimate the capacity required by a service to meet its
target KPI, or, if capacity is insufficient, choose which
services to degrade and to what extent.
Performance models need to fulfill several constraints.
First, due to the heterogeneity of hosted services, the performance models need to be as generic as possible and
should require no knowledge of service internals. Second,

they should predict average behavior and ignore sporadic
noise observed in the past. Such noise may be caused, for
example, by variations in retrieving data, some being cached
in memory, other needing to be fetched from disk. Third,
these performance models should quickly adjust to variations
in workload and capacity requirements. For example, an
increase in the number of users, or a change in request
distribution may need refitting the model parameters.
Ideally, given a KPI value as input, a performance model
should return the exact capacity that needs to be allocated
to a service to reach that KPI value. However, as this is
difficult to achieve, a performance model should at least
drive capacity allocations to the correct value, i.e., by
periodically refitting the model parameters when allocating
estimated capacity, the application should eventually reach
the desired performance. In what follows, we present two
such performance models, one for throughput and one for
response time. As highlighted below, these two KPIs behave
largely differently, hence unifying them into a single model
would not be useful.
1) Throughput model: For non-interactive services a
commonly used KPI is throughput, i.e., the amount of work
completed per time interval or amount of work that the
service should complete per time interval. Examples of
throughput include frames-per-second for video encoding,
transactions-per-second for databases and jobs-per-second
for problem-solving applications. In such cases, the average
throughput Ti of each service i and the capacity ci allocated
to it can be modeled using a linear relation:
Ti = αi ci ,

(1)

where αi is a model parameter, representing the fractions
of work completed per second per core that service i can
serve. The parameter αi can be estimated online from
past measurements of average throughput and capacity, thus
compensating dynamically for small non-linearities in the
real system. However, to reduce the impact of measurement
noise, we decided to use a Recursive Least Square (RLS)
filter [23]. In essence, such a filter takes past estimation
of αi and the current ratio Ti /ci to output a new value
that minimizes the least-squares error. A forgetting factor
allows to trade the influence of old values for up-to-date
measurements. In our experiments, we use a forgetting factor
of 0.2.
2) Response time model: End-users of interactive services
are sensitive to response time. Indeed, several studies show
that increased response time reduces revenue. In particular,
end-users abandon the service if response time is above
4 seconds [24] and are likely to join the competition, thus
incurring long-term revenue loss. Therefore, it is desirable
to maintain target response time for a service. However,
in contrast to throughput, response time is monotonically
decreasing with capacity in a non-linear fashion [21].

Inspired by [21], we model the relation between average
response time Ri and capacity ci for service i as follows.
The relation between average response time Ri and capacity
ci for a service i, from Little’s Law is given as:
qi = λi · Ri ,

(2)

where qi is the average queue length, i.e., the number of
requests that entered the service but have yet to exit, and
λi is the arrival rate. Next, we use the formula for average
response time given by the M/M/1 queuing model:
Ri =

1
,
µi − λi

(3)

where µi is the average service rate of service i. To model
the inverse relationship between capacity and response time,
we model µi = ci /γi , where γi is a model parameter. By
replacing λi from Eq. (2) in Eq (3) and resolving Ri , one
obtains the formula for the average response time:
Ri =

γi (qi + 1)
ci

(4)

As with throughput, the parameter model γi can be
estimated using past measurements of capacity, average
response time and average queue length using Equation (4).
As before, to reduce the influence of measurement noise, we
use an RLS filter with forgetting factor 0.2.
B. Service Differentiation Schemes
As long as there is sufficient capacity, the performance
models presented in Section IV-A can readily be used to
compute the capacity required for each service. However, in
case of overload, when the sum of capacities required by
each service exceeds infrastructure capacity, there needs to
be a mechanism to decide which services to degrade and
by how much. Differentiation is achieved by assigning each
service a class (e.g., gold, silver, bronze) as stipulated in the
SLA.
We propose two schemes for service differentiation: strict
and non-strict. With strict differentiation, services in lower
classes are degraded (down to a minimum capacity) before degrading services in higher classes. With non-strict
differentiation, all services are degraded simultaneously,
however, the lower the class, the higher the degradation.
It is up to the infrastructure provider to choose among the
two differentiation schemes, a public provider based on the
adopted business model, while a private provider based on
internal policies.
For both schemes, the differentiation decisions are based
on the penalty pi , which measures the relative deviation of
the actual performance of service i from its target SLA and
is defined as follows:

Ti /T̂i − 1
for SLA throughput
pi =
, (5)
R̂i /Ri − 1 for SLA response time

where Ri and R̂i are measured and target response time,
respectively, while Ti and T̂i are measured and target
throughput, respectively.
The penalties formulated this way have several advantages. First, they abstract all KPIs into a single quantity
that is positive if the service is over-provisioned, negative
if the service is under-provisioned and zero if the service
has just the right amount of capacity to reach its target
performance. Second, the penalty is linearly dependent on
the capacity allocated to the service, as can be easily proven
by replacing Eqs. (1) and (4) into Eq. (5). This means that
the differentiation schemes have the potential to be more
stable due to the linearity of the system.
To provide services a mean to achieve a minimum performance, the SLA of each service i may optionally stipulate
a minimum capacity cmin
below which the service should
i
never be degraded. If accepting a new service would make
the sum of minimum capacities larger than the total capacity
C of the cloud infrastructure, then the new service is simply
rejected. Analogously, to protect the service from overconsumption due to a malfunction or denial-of-service attack, a
maximum capacity cmax
may optionally be stipulated.
i
Let us now describe the two schemes in more detail.
1) Non-Strict Scheme: In this scheme, each class is
assigned a weight representing the importance of the class,
e.g., how high is the compensation paid by the infrastructure
provider in case of violation. This scheme can be formulated
as a minimization problem as follows:
P
minimize
wi |pi |
(6)
Pi
subject to
(7)
i ci ≤ C
ci ≥ cmin
i

(8)

ci ≤ cmax
,
i

(9)

where wi is the weight assigned to the class of service i.
Eq. (6) is the weighted sum of penalties that needs to be
minimized, Eq. (7) ensures that the total allocated capacity
does not exceed available capacity, while Eq. (8) ensures
that each service gets the requested minimum capacity.
Moreover, Eq. (9) ensures that each service does not go
beyond budget.
Note that, even services in the highest class are not
guaranteed to reach the target performance in case of
overload. For guaranteeing that higher-class services are
never degraded before lower-class services are at minimum
capacity, we provide a second differentiation scheme.
2) Strict Scheme: The aim of the strict scheme is to give
priority to higher-class services and to ensure that they get
all capacity needed, as long as lower-class services are at
least allocated the minimum requested capacity.
The scheme works as follows. First, each service i is
min
allocated its minimum
P min capacity ci . Next, the remaining
capacity C − ci
is distributed from highest to lowest
class. If the remaining capacity is not sufficient to satisfy

Figure 1. Architecture of the autonomic capacity controller on a single
physical machine. Modules in gray are part of our contribution.

the requirements of all the services in a given class, then
capacity is allocated so as to minimize the sum of penalties
within that class, similar to the optimization problem in the
non-strict scheme.
C. Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of the autonomic
capacity controller when implemented on a single PM. It
loosely follows a Monitor, Analysis, Planning and Execution
(MAPE) loop. Monitoring retrieves information from the
hosted services about their observed response time, queue
length and throughput. During analysis, the capacity required
by each service to fulfill its performance target is computed
using the performance models in Section IV-A. Past measurements are used to fit model parameters, which are similar
to the knowledge component of autonomic controllers.
If total required capacity is insufficient, one of the differentiation schemes in Section IV-B is used to compute
the capacities to allocate to each service. As said before,
the choice of which scheme to employ (strict or non-strict)
is chosen by the administrator. In case enough capacity is
available, the differentiation scheme acts as a no-operation,
leaving capacities computed by the performance models
unchanged. Finally, during the planning and execution phase,
the hypervisor is configured to enforce the computed capacities.
The MAPE loop is invoked periodically, in our experiments every 10 seconds. We chose this value as it is short
enough to make the system reactive and long enough to
observe the effects of the new capacity allocation on the
performance of the services [6].
V. E VALUATION
In this section we first describe the experimental setup
and then present the results of evaluation of the performance
models and service differentiation schemes using throughput, response time and mixed targets.
A. Setup
Experiments were conducted on a single PM equipped
with a total of 32 cores1 and 56 GB of memory. To emulate
a typical cloud environment and allow to easily enforce
1 Two AMD OpteronTM 6272 processors, 2100 MHz, 16 cores each, no
hyper-threading.

capacity allocations, we used the Xen hypervisor [25]. Each
service was deployed with all its components – e.g., video
conversion tool, web server, database server – inside its
own VM, as is commonly done in practice [26], e.g., using
a LAMP stack [27]. Since we are primarily interested in
evaluating CPU allocation strategies, we configured each
VM with 6 GB of memory, enough to avoid disk activity.
To allow experimenting with a diverse load-mix, as can be
found in a cloud data-center [28], we used two types of
services: interactive and non-interactive.
1) Interactive services: This type of services only perform computations as a result of a user request. We used the
following 4 services: RUBiS [29], RUBBoS [30], Olio [31]
and a math service. The first three are widely-used cloud
benchmarks (see [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38]) and
represent an eBay-like e-commerce service, a Slashdot-like
bulleting board and an Amazon-like book store, respectively.
With the math service we stress the floating-point unit of the
CPU, by computing the factorial of a number requested by
the user.
To emulate the users accessing interactive services, we
used our custom httpmon workload generator2 , which
supports both closed and open client models [39]. The
closed system model is characterized by two parameters:
number of users and think-time. Each user sends a request,
waits for a reply, then waits an exponentially-random thinktime and repeats. The average request inter-arrival time is
the sum of the average think-time and average response
time of the service (multiplied by the number of users).
As a result, the users are “slowed down” by a service
close to overload. In contrast, in an open system model,
the generation of new requests does not depend on the
completion of previous ones. We used this model when
measuring response time, as the tested services are more
sensitive to under-provisioning [39], hence, bad decisions
taken by our system are better highlighted.
2) Non-interactive services: Cloud data-centers are also
used to run services in the background. For non-interactive
services we used two applications: Sudoku Solver3 and video
encoding. The Sudoku Solver continuously solves random
sudokus and throughput is measured in terms of the number
of sudokus solved per second (sps). Mencoder was used
to convert several video files, using a diverse set of video
encoding parameters. In this case, throughput is defined as
the number of frames per second (fps).
B. Results
To incrementally test the performance models and differentiation schemes, we focus on three cases: When throughput is the only KPI, when response time is the only KPI
and when both KPIs are employed at the same time. For
2 https://github.com/cloud-control/httpmon
3 http://norvig.com/sudoku.html

(a) Non-strict.

Figure 2.

(b) Strict.

Throughput for four services: two gold, one silver and one bronze. Infrastructure capacity is 16 CPUs.

(a) Non-strict.

Figure 3.

(b) Strict.

Response time for one service per class. Infrastructure capacity is 16 CPUs.

interactive services, we injected a variable load in order to
vary capacity requirements, so as to test the system both
when capacity is sufficient and when it is insufficient. We
configured the system with three classes—gold, silver and
bronze—with weights 4, 2 and 1 as well as a minimum
capacity (CPUs) of 2, 1.5 and 1, respectively. We chose
not to set maximum capacity for any service to better
highlight the behavior of the differentiation schemes in case
of overload.
The plots in this sections are structured as follows. Each
figure shows the results of a single experiment. The x-axis
represents the time elapsed since the start of the experiment. The time is divided into 5 equal intervals marked
with vertical dotted lines. At the start of each interval, an
environmental factor is changed, either a new service enters
the system or the number of end-users changes, as described
for each experiment. The top graph of each figure plots
the measured KPI value for each service. The middle graph
plots the relative performance deviation from the target, as
computed using (5). The bottom graph plots the required
capacity in dashed, as computed by the performance module,
and the allocated capacity in solid, as computed by the
differentiation module. To show overload situations, we also
plot the total allocated and requested capacity, and highlight
the missing capacity by filling the area between the two.
The legend displays the name of the service and its SLA in
parenthesis: the class (Gold, Silver or Bronze) and the SLO
(i.e., the target KPI).
1) Throughput targets: Fig. 2 shows the two service
differentiation schemes when the KPI is throughput. The two
video services were started at the beginning while Sudoku1
and Sudoku2 services were started later at minutes 5 and 10,
respectively. The target throughputs were met for both video
services for the first 5 minutes, since the aggregate demand
in capacity was less than the capacity available in the
infrastructure. This shows that the throughput performance
model provides accurate capacity estimations. However, the
targets were not met for some of the services after 5 minutes
due to capacity shortage.
Under the non-strict scheme (Fig. 2(a)), Video1 (gold)
and Sudoku2 (bronze) services were not affected while
Video2 (silver) service was little affected. However, Sudoku1
(gold) service was performing below its target in almost
all intervals. This is because for a small performance improvement, Sudoku1 service required a very large capacity
increment, whereas for a small capacity increment, the
bronze (Sudoku2) and the silver (Video2) services showed a
large performance improvement. Since the non-strict scheme
is based on total penalty minimization, the controller allocated capacity to the silver and bronze services instead
of satisfying the demand for the sudoku gold service, i.e.,
Sudoku1.
On the other hand, under the strict scheme (Fig. 2(b)),
both the silver and the bronze services were affected while

the targets of the two gold services were met. The reason is
that, in this scheme, the demands of higher priority services
are met first before lower priority services. As a result,
after having allocated the required capacity to the two gold
services, the remaining capacity was insufficient to meet
the requirements of both the silver and bronze services.
Therefore, the bronze service was degraded to minimum
capacity, while silver was given the rest. While this was
insufficient to meet silver’s target, it was operating above its
minimum capacity level.
Note that, a small spikes in performance which are above
or below the target can be observed for both the Video as
well as Sudoku service, e.g., around minute 10 in Fig. 2(b).
This was due to model errors caused by sudden changes in
the workload behavior: However, in all cases, the performance model quickly adapted the performance to the target
values. Besides, we observe a reverse in performance for
Sudoku1 and Video2 around minutes 14 and 22 in Fig. 2(a).
This was due to the workload behavior at these particular
moments. By coincidence the videos encoded at these two
different moments were very compute intensive compared
to the other videos while the sudokus solved were relatively
easy. Thus, the optimizer favored the service which gave
a higher performance improvement for a smaller capacity
increment, which was Sudoku1 during that time interval.
2) Response time targets: Fig. 3 shows the result for
response time when a single service was deployed per class.
The target response time was met for the three services
during minutes 0–5, 10–15 and 20–25, in both the strict and
non-strict schemes. This confirms that, as long as aggregated
capacity demand is below the infrastructure capacity, the
response time model correctly estimates the right capacity
to be allocated to each service.
During the other time intervals, infrastructure capacity is
insufficient. With the non-strict scheme, the response times
for both silver and bronze service were above their targets
during minutes 5–10 and 15–20 due to insufficient capacity.
In particular, during minutes 5–10, the silver service was
highly affected while the bronze service was not affected at
all. The reason is that the non-strict differentiation scheme
favors services with higher performance improvement per
capacity increment, which in this case happens to be the
bronze service. With the strict scheme, the gold service
was not affected at all while the silver service was slightly
affected only during minutes 5–10. In contrast, the bronze
service was highly degraded, receiving only minimum capacity during minutes 5–10 and minutes 15–20.
Fig. 4 shows the response time when two services were
deployed per class. The performance targets were met for
gold services, both using the strict and non-strict schemes.
Capacity shortage occurred during intervals 5–10 and 15–
20. Using the non-strict scheme, the performance target of
one of the silver service, Rubbos1, was slightly degraded
during the two intervals. A high performance degradation

(a) Non-strict.

Figure 4.

(b) Strict.

Response time for two services per class. Infrastructure capacity is 24 CPUs.

was observed for the Rubis1 silver service and the Rubbos2
bronze service, while no degradation was observed for the
Rubis2 bronze service during the second interval (minutes 5–
10). Noteworthy is that the performance deviation for Rubis1
was worse than for Rubis2, despite Rubis1 being of a higher
class, since this is what drives the sum of penalties to a lower
value. In the fourth interval (15–20), a higher performance
degradation was observed only for Rubis2 bronze service.
On the other hand, under the strict scheme, the performances of the silver services were improved while the
bronze services were degraded. While the capacity was
insufficient to meet Rubis1’s target during the first interval,
its performance was improved under the strict scheme compared to the non-strict scheme. That is because, under strict
scheme, capacity is allocated per class from high to low
priority and the penalty optimization was performed inside
the silver class, as capacity was not sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of both silver services. The bronze services
were degraded to operate at minimum capacity.
Note that the small spikes observed after introducing
changes in workloads are due to the fact that the model
requires a small adaptation period (a maximum of 40 seconds) [40] to converge to the target response time. At any
rate, the results confirm the system behaves as designed
using both differentiation schemes when using response time
as a KPI.

3) Mixed targets: Let us now show how the system
behaves when some services use throughput and others
use response time as KPI.Fig. 5 shows the results with 6
services. Capacity shortage occurred during the intervals 5–
10 and 15–20. The targets for the two gold services were
met under both the strict and non-strict schemes. As for the
other services, using the non-strict scheme, during the first
interval, minutes 5–10, one of the silver services was slightly
degraded (Video2) while the other silver service (Rubbos)
and one of the bronze service (Sudoku) were highly affected.
On the other hand, during the second interval, minutes 15–
20, only Rubbos and Rubis were degraded. In contrast, using
the strict scheme, only the bronze services were degraded.
C. Discussion
The experiments highlighted that both service differentiation schemes work as designed. When capacity is sufficient, the target performance of all services is reached,
no matter the KPI, thanks to the accurate estimations of
the performance models. During capacity shortage, service
differentiation took place to degrade one or more services.
The experiments also highlighted the trade-off between the
strict and the non-strict scheme. When the strict scheme was
used, the performance of higher classes was given priority
over the performance of lower classes. In fact, as long as
minimum requested capacity could be allocated to lower

(a) Non-strict.

Figure 5.

(b) Strict.

Mixed targets for two services per class. Infrastructure capacity is 24 CPUs.

classes, higher classes were not impacted at all. When the
non-strict scheme was employed, the performance of all
classes was degraded in case of capacity shortage, however,
higher classes were proportionally degraded less than lower
classes.
To sum up, our contribution provides service differentiation to services hosted in a cloud infrastructure. It is up
to the infrastructure provider, based on its business plan, to
choose among the two differentiation schemes. The focus
of this work was to show the behavior of the system under
both schemes. Comparison of which scheme is better is left
for future work as it would require finding a profit model
for the services and a pricing model for the infrastructure.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We introduced performance models for throughput and
response time that map performance to capacity. The models
are used to provision capacity in order to maintain performance around requested targets. We also introduced two service differentiation schemes, strict and non-strict, to manage
infrastructure overload events. The former scheme favors
higher-class services, whereas the latter one proportionally
degrades all services, but lower-classes are degraded more
than higher-class services.
We carried out an extensive set of experiments using
different services – interactive as well as non-interactive – by
varying the workload mixes of each service over time. The
results demonstrate that our performance-based controller

precisely provides guaranteed performance or service differentiation depending on available capacity.
Our contribution enables infrastructure providers, whether
private or public, to run their infrastructure closer to peak
capacity, thanks to a better control on how services are
degraded in case of overload. This enables them to utilize
their data-center efficiently while maintaining performance
guarantees for critical services. Our performance-based controller spreads the capacity shortage so as to minimize
overall performance degradation, also taking into account
the importance of each service.
Future works include investigating tail values instead of
average values for response time, extending the performance
models for cases when more than one type of resource are
combined (e.g. CPU and memory) as well as differentiation
schemes for services spanning multiple PMs. To encourage
further research and make our results reproducible, we
released all source code4 .
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